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Long term planning map - 1st year 

 Science  ICT History Geography RE D&T 

Y1 Forces and Movement Printing and saving work. Great Fire of London, 

Guy Fawkes 

Travel and people and food Hinduism - Lifestyles Moving vehicle  

Light and Dark/ Changing 

Materials 

Word processing Journeys in the past  Christianity - Christmas Moving Christmas cards/ 

calendar 

 Life Processes - humans, 

animals, plants. Growth  

Navigation skills  Changing world, globe and 

map skills 

Hinduism - Lifestyles 

Judaism - Lifestyles 

 

Habitats - animals and 

plants 

Finding things out + 

adding captions  - 

keyboard skills 

 Changes, climate - cause 

and effect 

Christianity - Easter - 

Symbols 

Moving pictures - sliders 

and levers 

 Healthy living and 

Testing Materials 

PowerPoint’s & Recording 

a Fair Test 

Seaside - holidays in the 

past, entertainment & 

costumes 

 Christianity - God, Jesus 

and Bible Stories 

Design and make an 

unsinkable boat [relevant 

materials] 

Electricity  Animation and Blogging Who do you think you 

are? [Seaton Delaval] 

Who do you think you are? 

[Seaton Delaval] 

Christianity - God, Jesus 

and Bible Stories 

Textiles - weaving, 

proggy mat, hessian mat 

Y2 Forces and Movement Search engines Great Fire of London, 

Guy Fawkes 

Travel and people and food Hinduism - Diwali & 

Stories 

Moving vehicle 

Light and Dark/ Changing 

Materials 

PowerPoint  Journeys in the past  Christianity -  Christmas  Moving Christmas cards/ 

calendar 

 Life Processes - humans, 

animals, plants. Growth 

Data input  Changing world, globe and 

map skills 

Judaism - Shabbat & 

Hanukkah & Stories 

 

Habitats - animals and 

plants 

Exploring text options  Changes, climate - cause 

and effect 

Christianity - Easter   

 

Moving pictures - sliders 

and levers 

 Healthy living and 

Testing Materials 

Animation and Blogging   Christianity - Lifestyles Design and make an 

unsinkable boat [relevant 

materials] 

Electricity Hyperlinks and Data 

Handling 

Who do you think you 

are? [Seaton Delaval] 

Who do you think you are? 

[Seaton Delaval] 

Christianity - 

Communities and Bible 

Stories 

 

 

 

Textiles - weaving, 

proggy mat, hessian mat 

Y3 Solids and liquids, 

dissolving and separating 

Combining text and 

graphics to communicate 

information 

History of Newspapers  Christianity - God, Jesus, 

Christmas 

 

Sun , Earth and the Moon Emails  Who were the Romans/  Christianity - God, Jesus, Planning, designing and 
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Celts/ Boudicca/ famous 

Emperors 

Christmas making models 

 Materials and properties JIT - create a chart Amazing Inventors [Lord 

Armstrong] 

River Tyne, costal enquiry, 

map skills 

Hinduism - Lifestyles  

Animals - habitats, 

conditions for growth, 

environmental issues 

Computer databases Titanic [Life and times, 

social and cultural] 

Water cycle and map skills Christianity - Easter  Plan, design and make 

packaging 

 Plants as food, function 

of flower parts, 

conditions for growth 

NorTLE for homework; 

Making shapes; collecting 

and presenting 

information 

[questionnaires and pie-

charts] 

Rainforests Find, explore, compare, 

contrast Asia, India, 

Chembakolli and Seaton 

Delaval/ UK 

Islam -  

Eid-ul-Fitr 

 

Growing and Moving Video cameras Where in the World? Who do you think you are? 

[Seaton Delaval] 

Islam - Lifestyles Design and make a photo 

frame 

Y4 Solids and liquids, 

dissolving and separating 

Adding information and 

uploading graphics 

History of Newspapers  Christianity - 

Communities & Lifestyles 

 

Sun , Earth and the Moon Emails - attachments Who were the Romans/ 

Celts/ Boudicca/ famous 

Emperors 

 Christianity - Christmas Planning, designing and 

making models 

 Materials and properties Using clip art to 

illustrate  

PowerPoint  

Amazing Inventors [Lord 

Armstrong] 

River Tyne, costal enquiry, 

map skills 

Hinduism  - Stories  

Animals - habitats, 

conditions for growth, 

environmental issues 

Computer databases Titanic [Life and times, 

social and cultural] 

Water cycle and map skills Christianity - Easter  Plan, design and make 

packaging 

 Plants as food, function 

of flower parts, 

conditions for growth 

NorTLE for homework; Making 

shapes; collecting and presenting 

information [questionnaires and 

pie-charts] 

Rainforests  Islam -  

Eid-ul-Adha 

 

Friction  Documents - J2E, 

Spreadsheets, Excel 

Where in the World? Who do you think you are? 

[Seaton Delaval] 

Islam - Stories 

 

Design and make a photo 

frame 

 

 Art  Music  PE PSHE & C Literacy Numeracy  

Y1 Printing  Exploring duration  Multi-skills  New beginnings See Curriculum 

Entitlement 

See Inner and Outer 

Maths  Exploring duration Multi-skills Anti- Bullying 

Going for Goals 

 Collage and Clay Exploring pitch Gymnastics  Going for Goals 
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Textiles [Henri Rouseau] Exploring instruments 

and symbols 

Dance  Relationships  

  Exploring timbre, tempo 

and dynamics 

Ball Games Getting on and falling out 

Lucinda and Godfrey/ 

relationships/ personal 

hygiene 

Textiles - weaving, 

proggy mat, hessian mat 

Exploring sounds, pulse 

and rhythm 

Athletics  Changes, Stranger Danger, 

Road Safety 

Y2 Printing Exploring duration  Multi-skills New beginnings See Curriculum 

Entitlement 

See Inner and Outer 

Maths  Exploring duration Multi-skills Anti- Bullying 

Going for Goals 

 Collage and Clay Exploring pitch Gymnastics Going for Goals 

Textiles [Henri Rouseau] Exploring instruments 

and symbols 

Dance Relationships 

  Exploring timbre/ 

tempo/ dynamics 

Ball Games Getting on and falling out 

Textiles - weaving, 

proggy mat, hessian mat 

Exploring sounds/ 

timbre/ tempo/ dynamics 

Athletics Changes, Stranger Danger, 

Road Safety, Pedestrian 

training 

Y3 Drawing - shade, tone 

and thickness 

Notation and rhythmic 

patterns 

Ball skills and invasion 

games 

Relationships  See Curriculum 

Entitlement 

See Inner and Outer 

Maths 

 Listening and responding Gymnastics  Getting on and falling out 

Anti - Bullying 

 Water colours and 

collage 

Notation and rhythmic 

patterns 

Gymnastics Going for Goals  

Exploring colour, 

materials and textures 

Descriptive sounds - 

listening, playing & 

responding [contemporary] 

Invasion games Good to be me 

  Arrangements  

Descriptive sounds - 

listening, playing & 

responding 

[contemporary] 

Invasion games - defence 

and attack 

Changes 

Lucinda & Godfrey - your 

feelings, your choice 

 Pentatonic scale Striking and Fielding 

games 

New beginnings 

Y4 Drawing - shade, tone 

and thickness 

Drumming - rhythm, 

patterns, timbre, 

Ball skills and invasion 

games 

Relationships See Curriculum 

Entitlement 

See Inner and Outer 

Maths 
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 notation, ensemble. 

Y4 pupils will have a 

weekly whole class drum 

[Autumn and Spring] and 

Ukulele [Summer] lesson 

2012 - 2013. 

 

Gymnastics Getting on and falling out 

Anti - Bullying 

 Water colours and 

collage 

Gymnastics Going for Goals 

 Invasion games Good to be me 

 Exploring colour, 

materials and textures 

Invasion games - defence 

and attack 

Changes 

Lucinda & Godfrey - 

keeping safe 

 Striking and Fielding 

games 

New beginnings 

PE - Y4 pupils will have weekly swimming lesson Autumn and Spring terms. 

All classes will work on a Community based project as part of PSHE & C. 
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Long term planning map - 2nd year 

 Science  ICT History Geography RE D&T 

Y1 Keeping Healthy & Safe/ 

5 Senses/ Sound 

Entering data/ graphs 

and pictograms/ opening 

programmes/ printing 

and saving work 

Local Heroes - Grace 

Darling and RNLI 

Buildings 

Local area/ community 

Hinduism - Lifestyles Moving pictures 

Textiles  

Changing materials/ 

Electricity/ Arctic 

animals 

Logging on & off/ Nortle 

desk-top/ keyboard 

knowledge/ save, load 

and print documents 

 Cold lands/ polar bears and 

penguins/ Christmas 

around the world/ Inuit 

life 

Christianity - Christmas Calendars and moving 

cards 

Christmas decorations 

 Light and Dark/ Sources 

of light past and 

present/ How lamps work 

Highlight text/ change 

size/ add titles/ retrieve 

saved work  

The way we used to live - 

school/ home/ food/ 

clothes 

 Hinduism - Lifestyles 

Judaism - Lifestyles 

Clay Model Making - 

design and evaluate [link 

with Art] 

Heating and cooling/ 

irreversible changes/ 

food and health/ 

materials as wrappers 

Britannica - using search 

engine to find 

information 

Aztecs and chocolate/ 

how chocolate came to 

Europe/ how chocolate 

has changed over time/ 

Mr Rowntree 

 Christianity - Easter - 

Symbols 

Aztec designs/ own 

chocolate wrapper/ 

Easter Cards/ Mother’s 

Day cards 

 Animals - habitats, life 

cycles, environments, 

nocturnal animals 

[planting flowers] 

Animation, presenting 

information, internet 

research 

 Animal habitats around the 

world, changing habitats 

Christianity - God, Jesus 

and Bible Stories 

Design and make animal 

homes, design and make a 

butterfly net 

Pushes & Pulls; Floating 

and sinking 

Navigation, programming 

a floor Turtle 

Famous Pirates, 

Caribbean Pirates 

Reading maps and globes, 

making maps, Treasure 

hunt with message in a 

bottle 

Christianity - God, Jesus 

and Bible Stories 

Moving pictures, Design 

and make a Pirate flag, 

Summer [Pirate] BBQ 

Y2 Keeping Healthy & Safe/ 

5 Senses/ Sound 

Editing texts - fonts, 

pictures, rotating 

Local Heroes - Grace 

Darling and RNLI 

Buildings 

Local area/ community 

Hinduism - Diwali & 

Stories 

Moving pictures 

Textiles 

Changing materials/ 

Electricity/ Arctic 

animals 

PowerPoint - editing 

slides/ adding slides/ 

animations 

 Cold lands/ polar bears and 

penguins/ Christmas 

around the world/ Inuit 

life 

Christianity -  Christmas  Calendars and moving 

cards 

Christmas decorations 

 Light and Dark/ Sources 

of light past and 

present/ How lamps work 

Highlight text/ change 

size/ add titles/ retrieve 

saved work + copy/ cut/ 

paste, select a picture 

and add text 

The way we used to live - 

school/ home/ food/ 

clothes 

 Judaism - Shabbat & 

Hanukkah & Stories 

Clay Model Making - 

design and evaluate [link 

with Art] 
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Heating and cooling/ 

irreversible changes/ 

food and health/ 

materials as wrappers 

Find information to copy 

and paste 

Aztecs and chocolate/ 

how chocolate came to 

Europe/ how chocolate 

has changed over time/ 

Mr Rowntree 

 Christianity - Easter   

 

 

 Animals - habitats, life 

cycles, environments, 

nocturnal animals 

[planting flowers] 

Internet research, using 

IT cameras, hyperlinks 

 Animal habitats around the 

world, changing habitats, 

nocturnal habitats 

Christianity - Lifestyles Design and make animal 

homes, food technology 

Pushes & Pulls; Floating 

and sinking 

Navigation, programming 

a floor Turtle 

Famous Pirates, 

Caribbean Pirates 

Reading maps and globes, 

making maps, Treasure 

hunt with message in a 

bottle 

Christianity - 

Communities and Bible 

Stories 

 

 

 

Moving pictures, Design 

and make a Pirate flag, 

Summer [Pirate] BBQ 

Y3 Characteristics of 

materials  

Microsoft Publisher 

Edit & improve font/ add 

titles/ insert photos 

Anglo-Saxons  Christianity - God, Jesus, 

Christmas 

 

Rocks - characteristics, 

erosion, permeability, 

different purposes 

Clip Art - poster 

Publisher to create an 

information booklet 

Egypt Invaders and settlers Christianity - God, Jesus, 

Christmas 

3d figures and buildings 

using Mod-roc 

 Solids, Liquids and Gases Display information in a 

variety of forms 

Viking Invaders Environmental changes - 

Global, Climate Change, 

recycling, carbon footprint 

Hinduism - Lifestyles  

Habitats and life cycles Creating a branching 

database on Mini-beasts 

using 2Simple software. 

 Mini-beasts - their 

different habitats and how 

they adapt, using atlases, 

climate effect and field 

work. 

Christianity - Easter  Design and create a mini-

beast home using a 

variety of materials.  

 Light and shadows 

Electricity 

Writing a blog - research 

Africa and continents  

Explorers Map/ atlas work on Africa/ 

continents, naming capital 

cities, compare Africa with 

the world, fair trade. 

Islam -  

Eid-ul-Fitr 

 

Light & shadows, Forces 

and Magnets 

E-mail messages, on-line 

blogging, E-Safety 

 Castles - in local area, 

Alnwick Castle Field Trip 

Islam - Lifestyles Design and make a swing 

bridge - designs, 

materials, construction 

[support] 

Y4 Characteristics of Microsoft Publisher Anglo-Saxons  Christianity -  
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materials Edit & improve font/ add 

titles/ insert photos 

Communities & Lifestyles 

Rocks - characteristics, 

erosion, permeability, 

different purposes 

Clip Art - poster 

Publisher to create an 

information booklet 

Egypt Invaders and settlers Christianity - Christmas 3d figures and buildings 

using Mod-roc 

 Solids, Liquids and Gases Display information in a 

variety of forms 

Viking Invaders Environmental changes - 

Global, Climate Change, 

recycling, carbon footprint 

Hinduism  - Stories  

Habitats and life cycles Creating a branching 

database on Mini-beasts 

using Microsoft 

PowerPoint tools. 

 Mini-beasts - their 

different habitats and how 

they adapt, using atlases, 

climate effect and field 

work. 

Christianity - Easter  Design and create a mini-

beast home using a 

variety of materials. 

 Light and shadows 

Electricity 

Writing a blog - research 

Africa and continents 

Explorers Map/ atlas work on Africa/ 

continents, naming capital 

cities, compare Africa with 

the world, fair trade. 

Islam -  

Eid-ul-Adha 

 

Forces and Magnets, 

Sound 

On-line blogging, E-

Safety, transition video 

 Castles - in local area, 

Alnwick Castle Field Trip 

Islam - Stories 

 

Design and make a swing 

bridge - designs, 

materials, construction 

[support] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Art  Music  PE PSHE & C Literacy Numeracy  

Y1 Clay 

Line drawings 

Andy Warhol 

Making body sounds 

Identifying sounds 

Playing instruments 

Multi skills New Beginnings See Curriculum 

Entitlement 

See Inner and Outer 

Maths 

Human form/ Starry 

night [Van Gogh]/ 

Christmas art 

Long and short sounds/ 

rhythm 

Christmas songs 

Dance  Getting on & falling out 

Anti-Bullying week 

 Printmaking/ Printing 

with Stencils/ Clay slab 

prints/ Collage prints 

Exploring instruments, 

symbols and pitch 

Gymnastics Good to be me 

Dr Barnado 
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 Exploring pitch Dance  Going for goals 

 3D model making/ 

Aboriginal art and 

designs 

What’s the score? Ball skills Relationships  

Painting, mixing paints/ 

colours, collage 

Scores and symbols, 

Pirate Shanties 

Athletics Changing and Moving On, 

Sun & Road Safety, 

Stanger Danger 

Y2 Clay 

Line drawings 

Andy Warhol 

Making body sounds 

Identifying sounds 

Playing instruments 

Multi skills New Beginnings See Curriculum 

Entitlement 

See Inner and Outer 

Maths 

Human form/ Starry 

night [Van Gogh]/ 

Christmas art 

Long and short sounds/ 

rhythm 

Christmas songs 

Dance Getting on & falling out 

Anti-Bullying week 

 Printmaking/ Printing 

with Stencils/ Clay slab 

prints/ Collage prints 

Exploring instruments, 

symbols and pitch 

Gymnastics Good to be me 

Dr Barnado 

 Exploring pitch Net and wall games. Going for goals 

 3D model making Exploring timbre, tempo 

and dynamics 

Dance Relationships  

Painting, mixing paints/ 

colours, collage 

Scores and symbols, 

Pirate Shanties 

Athletics Changing and Moving On, 

Sun & Road Safety, 

Stanger Danger 

Y3 Respond to work by 

Matisse 

Newspaper collage 

Exploring Rhythm - 

improvising/ making 

rhythmic patterns 

Dance  New Beginnings See Curriculum 

Entitlement 

See Inner and Outer 

Maths 

 Playing with Patterns - 

improvising [exploring 

duration and descriptive 

sounds] 

Gymnastics - balance, 

travel & apparatus 

Getting on and falling out 

 Marbling and blending 

colours 

Exploring arrangements - 

rhythmic patterns 

Invasion Games - focus 

on skills and tactics 

Going for goals 

 Explore pitch and penta-

tonic scales 

Batting and hitting skills. Good to be me 

 Aspects of Tribal art Exploring instruments 

and symbols 

Exploring arrangements 

Athletics 

Striking and fielding 

games 

Local charities/ Fair 

Trade/ Equalities in 

Africa/ medicines and 

health 
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 Timbre, tempo and 

dynamics 

Field games Moving On - discuss 

feelings, positive changes 

Y4 Respond to work by 

Matisse 

Newspaper collage 

Fiddle Lessons Dance [Match-fit] New Beginnings See Curriculum 

Entitlement 

See Inner and Outer 

Maths 

 Gymnastics - balance, 

travel & apparatus 

Getting on and falling out 

 Textiles - tie dyeing with 

marbling and blending 

colours 

Invasion Games - focus 

on skills and tactics 

Going for goals 

 Bating and hitting skills 

and team games 

Good to be me 

 Aspects of Tribal art Athletics 

Striking and fielding 

games 

Local charities/ Fair 

Trade/ Equalities in 

Africa/ medicines and 

health 

 Field games Moving On - discuss 

feelings, positive changes, 

transition to Middle School 

All classes will work on a Community based project as part of PSHE & C 

EYFS 

 All about me 

 Celebrations 

 Journeys to other lands 

 Traditional Tales and the Easter Story 

 People who help us 

 Who do you think you are? 

 

 Changes  

 Night and Day 

 [Alice in Wonderland] Winter Wonderland and Chinese New Year 

 Water World 

 Down on the Farm [Take One Picture - “Tobias and the Angel.”] 

 Fun in the SUN 
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Alice in Wonderland 

 Literacy Maths C&L PD UtW EA & D PSED 

EYFS1 & 2  

Age appropriate 

version of story and 

DVD 

Story maps. 

Mad Hatters tea 

party - shopping 

lists, planning tea 

party, invitations, 

reading/ writing 

recipes/ 

instructions. 

SS - investigate 

size/ length, order 

2/ 3 objects, 

bigger/ smaller 

sorting, water - 

potions in bottles 

[different sizes], 

boxes for cakes/ 

etc. 

Number - how many 

plates are needed?, 

labelling hat prices, 

one more/ less, 

cards - number 

snap, patterns, 

pairs/ bonds. 

Language of size. 

Questions. 

 

Tunnels - crawling, 

shuffling, rolling, 

experiment with 

different ways of 

moving. Pin the 

smile on the cat. 

Investigate 

shrinking and 

growing. 

Recipes - baking 

cakes - looking at 

similarities/ 

differences. 

Make jam tarts and 

jelly. 

Hat shop labelling 

role play. 

Design and make 

hats for tea party. 

Design containers 

for … 

Dreams - good and 

bad. 

Smiling and 

feelings. 

KS1 [TJ/ RH/ 

AT] 

Age 

appropriate 

version of story 

and DVD 

Literacy Maths Science  Art/ D&T PSHE Geography/ History Music/ PE 

Drama - role play 

puppets; play 

scripts. 

Character 

descriptions and 

changes. 

Instructions for 

potions/ cuppa. 

Explanation text. 

Postcards. 

Settings - 

adjectives, 

effective questions. 

Diary writing. 

Party invitations/ 

recipes. 

Rules - croquet and 

panning a game. 

Size - measuring. 

Repeating patterns. 

Problems using 

table settings. 

Playing cards - 

finding totals/ 

number doubles. 

Weighing - baking 

and baking 

problems. 

Money - real life 

costs. 

Measure liquids and 

length [l/ ml/ cm/ 

m]. 

Fractions - cake/ 

food.  

Data handling - 

Changes - 

reversible and 

irreversible. 

Variation - 

Alice story 

animals. 

Plants - looking 

after/ what 

they need to 

grow. 

Habitats - 

where/ how do 

these animals 

really live? 

Crown designs 

and making. 

Table cloth 

designs. 

Pop up pictures 

[mouse in the 

teapot]. 

Bunting for the 

party. 

Table mats. 

Cake packaging.  

Feelings - 

strangers 

together/ 

outsider. 

Dangers - 

drinking 

unmarked 

bottles. 

Stranger 

danger. 

Rules and 

understanding 

[strange land]. 

Wonderland 

maps. 

Kings and 

Queens. 

Fanfare music. 

Animal 

movements - 

and sequence. 

Game 

inventions. 
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charts for surveys, 

etc. 

Odd one out 

KS1/ 2 

Age 

appropriate 

version of story 

and DVD 

Literacy Maths ICT Science History Art/ D&T PSHE 

Retell story. 

Character 

descriptions. 

Setting 

descriptions. 

Improving dialogue. 

Poems. 

Playing card games. 

Number bonds with 

cards. 

Times tables with 

cards. 

Alice in Wonderland 

problems using all 4 

operations. 

Making potions - 

measuring, capacity, 

ml, litres, etc. 

Character fact file, 

copy and paste 

images of 

characters & type 

description. 

Play games [Alice in 

Wonderland 

website].  

Potions lessons - 

watch video clip. 

Design own potion - 

mix liquids to make 

different colours. 

Decide what would 

happen to Alice if 

she drank the magic 

potion. 

Learn about the 

author - time of 

writing, 

differences in 

stories over the 

year’s film 

[versions]. 

Portrait of 

favourite 

character. 

Class collage of 

Alice. 

Puppet 

character from 

the story. 

Feelings - being 

in a strange 

place. 

Rules for 

Wonderland. 

KS2 

Age 

appropriate 

version of story 

and DVD 

Literacy  Maths  Science  PSHE Art/ D&T Music/ PE  

Alternative 

chapter; chapter 

between chapters. 

Drama – act out 

scenes; conscious 

alley. 

Play scripts – 

settings. 

Stories in imaginary 

settings 

[descriptive 

scenes]. 

Newspaper article 

writing. 

Fractions. 

Data handling. 

Capacity. 

Positioning 

problems – 

characters around 

the table. 

Measurement – 

recipes to make 

cakes/ tarts. 

Tea party problems 

– how many people? 

Repeating 

symmetry. 

Changing materials 

– reversible/ 

irreversible. 

Potions – mixing. 

Colours- mixing. 

Feelings – did Alice 

do the right thing? 

Should you drink a 

liquid you don’t 

know? 

Should you respect 

the Queen? 

Puppet theatre – 

make; design 

backgrounds to slot 

in – in groups. 

Decorations for tea 

party – Queen of 

Hearts theme. 

Mixing colours. 

Dance and 

movement. 

Croquet – invent a 

similar game and 

rules. 

Discrete 

Geography – 

descriptive 

settings and 

locations. 

 


